
Abstract. Methods for producing beams of nanometer-sized
superfluid helium droplets and techniques for embedding single
molecules and clusters in them open up many possibilities for
spectroscopy, as well as providing insight into many physical
and chemical processes occurring on the atomic and molecular
level at extremely low temperatures (T 4 0:4 K). In this paper,
results of investigations into the possibility of selecting mole-
cules embedded in superfluid helium nanodroplets (clusters) are
reviewed. The method proposed starts with the selective vibra-
tional excitation of cluster-embedded molecules by intense IR
laser radiation (which greatly reduces the size of the excited
clusters), followed by size-separating the clusters via scattering
the cluster beam from a crossing molecular (atomic) beam. It is
shown that molecules of a particular isotope (component) com-
position can be selected with this method. The advantages and
disadvantages of the method are discussed. Methods for creat-
ing and doping helium nanodroplets and some other examples of
their applications are also outlined.

1. Introduction

Many on-going experimental and theoretical investigations
are carried out with the use of nanometer-sized superfluid
helium nanodroplets (clusters) formed during gas outflow
from cooled nozzle sources (see, for example, reviews [1 ± 12]

and recent publications [13 ± 20]). The size of the clusters
depends on the number N of helium atoms in a droplet and
varies from dozens to N � 107. The available methods for
producing beams of superfluid helium nanodroplets and
embedding single molecules in these droplets make it possible
to study molecular and cluster spectra in a new type of soft
quantum matrix, namely, liquid superfluid helium [1 ± 9, 12].
These methods are used not only to characterize spectra of
single molecules and clusters at very low temperatures
(T � 0:38 K) but also to gain an insight into many properties
of superfluid helium nanodroplets themselves by spectro-
scopic techniques [5, 6, 9]. Moreover, experiments with
helium nanodroplets open upmany possibilities for investiga-
tions into various physical and chemical processes on the
atomic and molecular levels at extremely low temperatures.
By way of example, the method for embedding molecules in
heliumnanodropletsmay be employed to produce long chains
of definitely oriented polarmolecules inside superfluid helium
droplets [21]; this is of interest in the case of biologically
important molecules. Also, helium nanodroplets may be used
to realize high-spin states of alkali dimers and trimers [22, 23].
Unique conditions for cluster growth inside superfluid helium
nanodroplets facilitate the production of high-energy isomers,
such as cyclic water hexamers (tiny ice pieces) [24, 25]. Also
evidenced were chemical reactions proceeding inside helium
nanodroplets at very low temperatures [26] and orientation
effects occurring during interaction between helium nanodro-
plets and molecules [27]. We have recently suggested [28, 29)
and investigated [29 ± 31] the possibility of selectingmolecules
embedded in helium nanodroplets in their isotope (compo-
nent) composition. The objectives of the present review are to
present the main results of these studies, comprehensively
describe the proposed method, and thoroughly analyze its
potential for the separation of isotopes in superfluid helium
nanodroplets by the example of SF6 molecules embedded in
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helium nanodroplets. It will be demonstrated that the method
of interestmaybe employed to selectmolecules in their isotope
(component) composition. Its advantages and disadvantages
are discussed in comparisonwith the well-known technique of
isotopically selective infrared (IR) multiphoton dissociation
of molecules in gasdynamically cooled jets and flows.
Methods for creating and doping helium nanodroplets and
the aforementioned examples of their applications are also
briefly considered.

The paper outline is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
methods for the production of helium nanodroplets (clusters)
during gas outflow from cooled nozzle sources and their
doping with single molecules and clusters. Also considered
are the processes of formation of condensed and fragmented
helium clusters and the interaction of uncontaminated helium
clusters with particles, including the capture of foreign
particles by the clusters. Results of the studies with helium
droplets are presented to illustrate characteristic properties of
these amazing nanometer-sized objects.

Section 3 considers selected applications of superfluid
helium nanodroplets, first and foremost in the spectroscopy
and synthesis of nonequilibrium structures. Methods and
results of vibration ± rotation (Section 3.1.1) and electron
(3.1.2) spectroscopies of molecules (and atoms) inside and at
the surface of helium droplets are discussed in brief.
Manifestation of free molecular rotation in the spectra, i.e.,
direct spectroscopic confirmation of the superfluid nature of
helium nanodroplets, is emphasized. Results of experimental
studies demonstrating the presence of a dip (gap) in the
phonon wing of electronic absorption spectra of glyoxal
molecules (C2H2O2) are presented, yielding onemore spectro-
scopic confirmation of superfluidity of the helium droplets.
Experiments are described on taking molecular spectra inside
3He droplets and mixed 3He/4He droplets, in which the
threshold number of helium atoms in a droplet necessary for
superfluidity to be apparent was determined. Formation of
alkali dimers at the surface of helium nanodroplets and the
results of experiments on the synthesis of cyclic water
hexamers inside helium droplets are considered.

Section 4 (the central one in this review) expounds the
results of studies designed to elucidate the possibility of
selecting molecules embedded in superfluid helium nanodro-
plets (clusters). The selection method is described at length
and an analysis is performed to evaluate its implications for
the selection of molecules (such as SF6) embedded in helium
clusters by means of their excitation under the action of
intense CO2-laser radiation and angular splitting of the
cluster beam on a beam of xenon atoms. The proposed
method is shown to permit the selection of molecules of a
different isotope (component) composition. This is compared
with molecular selection by IR multiphoton dissociation of
molecules in gasdynamically cooled jets and flows. The
concluding Section 5 presents the main results of the studies
being reviewed with reference to the merits and drawbacks of
the proposed molecular selection technique.

2. Production of helium nanodroplets (clusters)
and doping techniques

2.1 General remarks
Helium nanodroplets and their properties are being exten-
sively investigated by both experimenters [1, 5 ± 7, 11, 32 ± 36]
and theorists [10, 37, 38]. Methods for their production and

detection are most thoroughly reviewed in Ref. [11] (see also
Ref. [9]). It is worthwhile to emphasize that the term `droplets'
is most properly applicable to helium because it is the sole
substance that has no triple point. A liquid co-exists with
vapor as the temperature decreases to absolute zero. There-
fore, evaporative cooling of helium results in a liquid phase
instead of a solid one.

An interesting feature of helium is the existence of its two
stable isotopes: one (4He) being a boson, and the other (3He) a
fermion. These two systems have quite different character-
istics at low temperatures. In the temperature region where
evaporative cooling is possible, 3He usually behaves like an
ordinary liquid, and 4He as an ordered one with the property
of superfluidity [39]. As far as helium nanodroplets are
concerned, an interesting question is the meaning of such
notions as `liquid' and `superfluidity' in application to a
system so small with a not great number of atoms. Answers
to this question are offered in part in Sections 3 and 4. More
detailed information can be found in Refs [1, 5, 6, 9] (see also
recent papers [13 ± 20]).

It should be recalled that helium droplets were first
observed by H Kamerlingh Onnes in his helium liquefaction
experiments [40]. Considerable study is being given to the
droplets of various sizes. We shall review only those
experiments in which helium droplets are generated in active
centers uniformly produced during expansion of helium in its
outflow from a nozzle source. Their size varies from that of
small clusters to micron-sized clusters. Such clusters, contain-
ing from N �10 to N �107 atoms (of micron diameter), are
the main objects of ongoing studies. It is worth noting that
these nanodroplets are more often referred to just as clusters.
Therefore, no distinction is made below between helium
nanodroplets and clusters: what is meant in either case is
small helium droplets.

2.2 Formation of helium droplets during gas outflow from
a nozzle
The most widespread method for the production of helium
droplets consists in the homogeneous condensation of the gas
expanding during its outflow from a nozzle [41 ± 47]. The gas
initially at rest above the nozzle at temperature T0 and
pressure p0 expands as it outflows into a vacuum chamber
through the nozzle outlet. The expansion is accompanied by
adiabatic acceleration and cooling of the gas. If the local
thermodynamic state of the gas passes through the gas/liquid
co-existence region before internal interatomic collisions
cease to be effective, phase separation occurs, resulting in
the formation of a mixture of droplets and vapor in the jet.

Helium nanodroplets are frequently produced using
nozzle sources cooled to a low temperature (T4 4 K).
When gas entropy above the nozzle is equal to or lower than
that at l point, a new mechanism of cluster formation
associated with liquid phase fragmentation is feasible. In
this case, the cluster beam in all probability also contains
clusters of a `different' type that form during condensation of
the gaseous phase arising from fragmentation of liquid
clusters. The identity of the properties of these two types of
clusters remains to be elucidated. It appears that condensed
and fragmented clusters are different, probably not only in
size and velocity distributions but also in terms of the inner
state (and possibly for clusters of the same size) since the
mechanisms of their formation are also different. For
example, clusters of these two types may have completely
different angular momenta [11].
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Because of low interatomic binding energy in small helium
clusters (see Section 4.2), they are usually formed at high
density and low temperature in the gas expansion zone [5].
These two parameters accounts for a large gas flux. There-
fore, facilities for the production of liquid helium droplets are
equipped with large pumps (ensuring high evacuation rates)
and/or have very small nozzle outlets. A gas flux is
proportional to the quantity p0d

2T
ÿ1=2
0 , where d is the nozzle

orifice diameter, and p0 and T0 are the gas pressure and
temperature above the nozzle, respectively. The majority of
facilities for the production of liquid helium nanodroplets
have a nozzle orifice diameter between 5 and 20 mm, a
pressure from 1 to 20 atm, and a temperature from 10 to
36 K. In experiments designed to produce fragmented
clusters, the nozzle is sometimes cooled down to 3 ± 4 K. In
the ideal gas approximation, a nozzle with the orifice
diameter 10 mm at T0 � 20 K and p0 � 15 atm makes it
possible to produce the same gas flux as a nozzle with an
orifice diameter of 50 mm operated at room temperature and
gas pressure 2 atm [5]. Such a flux would run close to
4 atm cm3 sÿ1 (� 0:16 mmol sÿ1).

Pumping out such gas flux is made possible by the use of
diffusion pumps with an evacuation rate of roughly
10,000 l sÿ1 for He (� 4000 l sÿ1 for nitrogen) at a limiting
operating pressure of approximately 3� 10ÿ4 Torr [5].
Usually, such facilities produce helium nanodroplets contain-
ing a few thousand atoms each. It should be noted that
sources operated at temperatures below 10 K for the
production of large helium clusters (N5 105) should either
have a refrigerator with a low operating temperature or a
nozzle directly cooled by liquid helium. A beam of clusters
(droplets) is collimated by a skimmer located some 1 ± 3 cm
from the nozzle. In order to avoid beam scattering by the
skimmer, the front edges of its walls must be as thin as
possible. Skimmers for the purpose are usually manufac-
tured by the electrophoretic deposition technique to have an
inlet diameter of 0.5 ± 1.0 mm.

2.3 Doping of nanodroplets
Once a beam of helium clusters is formed using a skimmer,
the clusters are doped with the chosen molecules or atoms.
The two most widely applied doping techniques include (1)
passing a cluster beam through a low-pressure gas cell, and
(2) intersecting a cluster beam with another molecular or
atomic beam. The former technique is the method of choice.
The gas cell is normally as long as 10 cm. The intracell
pressure is maintained such as to ensure production of a
desired number of impurity particles per cluster. During the
capture process, the particle's kinetic and internal energies, as
well as solvation energy, are distributed throughout a
droplet, which leads to evaporation of helium atoms. It was
estimated [48] that around 200 ± 250 atoms are evaporated
when a small molecule, such as HCN, is captured; evapora-
tion of a single atom requires an energy of 5.5 ± 7 K. As a
result, the microcanonical system in the case of 4He and 3He
clusters is cooled down to 0.38 and 0.15 K, respectively [49].
These values are in fairly good agreement with the predictions
of the theory [50, 51]. Also, evaporation of atoms is
accompanied by a change in the angular momentum of the
helium droplets.

Capture of particles by helium droplets follows a Poisson
distribution for multiple capture [52]. This means that the
probability of cluster formation [e.g., �SF6�k] inside a helium
droplet depends on the probability Ik of the independent

capture of k SF6 molecules, which is defined by the
distribution [52]

Ik � kk0
�nsL�k

k!
exp�ÿnsL� ; �2:1�

where kk0 is the amplitude factor, n is the gas density, s is the
capture cross section, and L is the cell length. In order to
optimize the process by ensuring capture of a single particle
per droplet, the gas column density must be roughly
330N 2=3 Torr cm [5]. Under typical conditions, efficacious
doping of helium droplets is achieved when the vapor
pressure amounts to 10ÿ4 ± 10ÿ5 Torr. This value is approxi-
mately four orders of magnitude smaller than that for the
production of doped clusters in expanding jets with gas-
carriers. In other words, the method being considered can be
used to study many substances that are impossible to observe
in expanding jets. Molecules captured by one and the same
droplet find one another inside it and form van der Waals
complexes.

2.4 Certain results of helium nanodroplet studies
Results of helium nanodroplet research (see Refs [9, 11])
indicate that the formation of 4HeN clusters during gas-
dynamic expansion from nozzle sources is due to the growth
of smaller clusters, including He2, that play the role of
condensation centers. The clusters are distributed in size and
velocity, the velocity distribution being normally rather
narrow. The cluster velocity is determined by the initial gas
enthalpy in the source and the internal enthalpy of the system
at a condensation point. The condensation point being
dependent on several parameters, including the geometric
characteristics of the nozzle, there is a marked distinction in
size and velocity distributions between different production
facilities even under similar conditions for the gas existence
above the nozzle [11]. Conversion parameters specifying the
formation of clusters of a desired size in nozzles with different
dimensions are presented in Ref. [53]. The most useful
information on the distribution of clusters with size and
velocity has been obtained in particle scattering experiments
[54] and time-of-flight measurements [55], respectively.

There is a substantial difference between 4HeN and 3HeN
clusters. The former are bound complexes at any N, whereas
small 3He droplets composed of at least 30 atoms each are
highly unstable [56, 57]. The instability of small 3HeN droplets
is attributable to the high zero-vibration energy and the small
mass of isotope 3He. Hence themarked difference observed in
experiments between the dependences of the mean droplet
size �N on the gas temperature above the nozzle for these two
isotopes. In the case of 4He, the mean size �N gradually
increases with decreasing temperature, while the formation
of 3He droplets has a threshold nature.

The results of completed studies suggest the capture
(including the multiple capture) of particles by helium
clusters and the formation of impurity clusters inside or at
the surface of helium droplets. The distribution of impurity
particles throughout helium droplets is consistent with the
predicted Poisson distribution for multiple capture [52]. The
phenomenon of capturing impurities by helium droplets
opens up good prospects for their applications in spectro-
scopy and in the investigation of physical and chemical
processes inside the helium droplets or at their surfaces. The
results of such investigations are presented in Sections 3
and 4.
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3. Application of helium nanodroplets

3.1 Spectroscopy of molecules and clusters inside helium
nanodroplets
3.1.1 Vibration ± rotation spectroscopy.Doubtlessly, the main
sphere of applications of superfluid helium nanodroplets
(clusters) is the spectroscopy of molecules, atoms, and
clusters inside and at the surface of the droplets. This section
is focused on the results of vibration ± rotation spectroscopy
of molecules and clusters inside helium nanodroplets. Data
on electron spectroscopy will be considered in the next
section. It should be recalled that the spectroscopy of
molecules and clusters inside helium nanodroplets has been
discussed at length in the reviews [5, 6, 9]. Here, we are dealing
only with the most typical experimental results, bearing in
mind that findings obtained by the spectroscopy of molecules
inside helium droplets underlie the molecule selection
technique described in the present communication. There-
fore, the spectroscopic data discussed below may be helpful
for understanding the essence of the proposed method and
processes making up its basis.

The most noticeable feature of vibration ± rotation spec-
troscopy of molecules inside 4He droplets is pertinent to the
manifestation of free molecular rotation in the spectra,
regarded as direct and unquestionable proof of the super-
fluid nature of helium nanodroplets. The vibration ± rotation
spectrum of amolecule is 4 0:26 cmÿ1 wide when the steady-
state droplet temperature equals 0.38 K. This value is smaller
than the isotope shift in IR-absorption spectra of practically
all molecules of interest for the laser-assisted separation of
isotopes. This fact accounts for the possibility of highly
selective laser excitation of the chosen molecules inside
helium droplets (see Section 4).

The width of the vibration ± rotation spectrum of a
molecule inside a helium droplet is also smaller than the line
shift induced by complex formation. Therefore, spectra of
various small oligomers in helium droplets do not overlap,
and the capture of more than one molecule by a droplet
results in the decreased intensity of the spectrum of a single
molecule without altering its shape. A different situation
takes place in the case of large oligomers because spectral
shifts tend to the asymptotic limit as the number of molecules
in a cluster increases [21, 58]; hence the overlap of the spectra.
Nevertheless, OCS-�H2�N complexes containing up to

17 hydrogen molecules were obtained under favorable
conditions and their spectra were successfully resolved [4].

3.1.1.1 Experimental methods.Molecular spectroscopy inside
helium nanodroplets is based on twomethods [5, 9]: one being
the molecular beam technique, and the other matrix isolation
spectroscopy. This accounts for its advantages and disadvan-
tages. Evidently, certain spectroscopic techniques are inap-
plicable to molecular beams. For example, it is practically
impossible to obtain molecular absorption spectra when
dealing with well-collimated beams bymeasuring the attenua-
tion of exciting radiation. In this case, only the laser-
bolometric [59, 60] or pyroelectric [61 ± 63] technique for the
detection of the absorbed energy enables one to obtain
molecular absorption spectra in a beam. The bolometric
method is widely utilized in molecular beam research [41, 42]
and is successfully used to study van derWaals complexes [45,
64 ± 66] as well. When molecules are excited in a beam, a
bolometer (or pyroelectric detector) detects a rise in the beam
energy owing to the absorption of laser radiation [59 ± 63]. In
the case of cluster beams, these detectors usually record a fall
in the beam energy because absorption of the laser radiation
most frequently leads to cluster dissociation and the subse-
quent scattering of the resulting fragments from the beam [45,
64 ± 66]. The outcome is the beam depletion (exhaustion) and
a diminished total energy reaching the bolometer.

A typical experimental setup for studying molecular and
cluster spectra inside helium nanodroplets is schematically
depicted in Fig. 1. Large helium clusters (droplets) are formed
during gas outflow from the nozzle. When passing through
the scattering chamber, they capture a `guest' (studied)
molecule. During their further travel toward the mass
spectrometer, the clusters are irradiated by frequency-tuned
laser light. The laser being in resonance with the `guest'
molecule, the absorbed energy causes helium atoms to
evaporate from the clusters and deteriorates the signal from
the mass spectrometer. Molecular spectroscopy in helium
clusters is a relatively new field of research. For this reason,
the availability of an appropriate radiation source dictates the
choice of the molecules to be studied. Earlier experiments [67,
68] were carried out with SF6 molecules and included
excitation of molecular vibration frequency n3. An SF6

molecule has a rather large absorption cross section in the
CO2-laser generation region. Powers of a fewwatts are readily
achievable with cw tunable CO2-lasers. This transition in SF6
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Figure 1. Schematic of an experimental setup for the study of molecular spectra inside helium nanodroplets (clusters) [32].
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molecules was later investigated using a tunable diode laser
with a view to resolving the rotational structure [69]. Diode
lasers were also employed in experiments designed to study
the OCS molecular spectra [4, 7, 70, 71].

The first experiments on helium clusters doped with HF,
H2O and NH3 molecules [72 ± 74] were carried out with the
use of pulsed lasers. Their advantages are high power and a
wide tuning range, whereas drawbacks include a wide lasing
line and field-induced broadening of molecular transitions
under study. As a result, it is sometimes difficult to under-
stand whether spectral line broadening is due to the interac-
tion with the matrix or is related to the laser itself.

Also used in such experiments are powerful tunable gas
lasers (pulsed or continuously operated; see, for instance,
Ref. [75]). Due to a scanty set of frequencies being generated,
such lasers are more suitable than others for studying small
molecules with a small moment of inertia and well-separated
spectral lines. Their high power allowed them to be widely
employed in transition saturation experiments [35]. Most
experimental spectra were obtained with color center lasers
operating in the 3 mm [21, 58, 75 ± 77] and 1.5 mm [35] regions.
These lasers are characterized by a wide tuning range,
relatively high power (30 and 250 mW, respectively), and
high spectral resolution.

3.1.1.2 Infrared and microwave excitation. Infrared spectro-
scopy of molecules enclosed in helium droplets is of great
interest because it may be applied to obtaining a resolved
rotational structure even in the spectra of relatively large
molecules and clusters. One such example is considered in the
present section (more can be found in Ref. [9]). Figure 2
illustrates the IR-absorption spectrum of SF6 in the neighbor-
hood of molecular vibrational frequency n3 inside 4He
droplets with a well-resolved rotational structure. It needs to
be emphasized that a rotational structure in `classical'
solvents can be observed only for molecules with a small
moment of inertia. It is equally important that the presence of
a resolved rotational structure in the spectrum makes it
possible to measure the cluster temperature. Such a possibi-
lity deserves special emphasis because there had been no way
to directly measure cluster temperature until these experi-
ments came into laboratory practice. Moreover, researchers
seemed to be unaware of any proposal to overcome this

impediment. Very soon thereafter, however, tunable narrow-
band lasers were utilized to resolve rotational structure in the
spectra of molecules inside helium clusters and thus to
measure their temperature [49, 69, 78].

In the course of time, the schemes devised for helium
cluster beam excitation and detection were improved.
Bolometers used in earlier experiments were substituted by
mass-spectrometric detectors `transparent' to cluster beams.
In these experiments, a cluster and a laser beams spread in
parallel but opposite directions. Owing to this, the interaction
length between the cluster beam and laser radiation was
increased to several dozen centimeters. Such geometry
allowed for the use of low-power diode lasers. The beam
depletion technique was employed to examine molecular
spectra inside helium nanodroplets using both bolometers
andmass spectrometers. It is worthwhile to note that even at a
droplet temperature of 0.38 K, the mean scattering angle of
helium atoms during evaporation was about 10� in the
laboratory system of coordinates [5]. Due to this, the helium
atoms being evaporated avoided the detector, which resulted
in a decreased flux along the beam axis, i.e., to beam
depletion.

When molecules are excited in a microwave region,
radiation is usually localized inside the waveguide, part of
which is co-linear with the cluster beam [5]. The intensity of
radiation under such conditions can be increased and its
entering the bolometer excluded. Otherwise, it can strongly
influence the measured signal.

It should be noted that the rotation spectroscopy of
molecules inside helium droplets is different from vibration
and electron spectroscopies in that it is essentially a multi-
photon technique. Energies of purely rotational transitions
(0.5 ± 70 GHz) are insufficient for the evaporation of even a
single helium atom. Microwave spectroscopy of molecules
inside helium droplets is based on the phenomenon of
rotational relaxation in an isolated droplet that enables the
molecules to absorb photons from time to time, with their
energy being converted to the droplet energy. It was found in
experiments that microwave excitation of molecules produces
signals almost as strong as vibrational excitation does. This
fact has been exploited in estimating the number of rotational
relaxation cycles that each molecule must undergo while it
remains (around 100 ms) in the microwave field. In this way,
the relaxation time of HCCCN molecules was obtained [79].

Powerful sources of microwave radiation (dozens of
watts) and large dipole moments of molecular transitions in
this spectral region make possible experiments on saturation
spectroscopy [77, 79, 80]. The results of such experiments
provide an insight into the nature and magnitude of
inhomogeneous spectral broadening.

3.1.1.3 Double resonance technique and Stark spectroscopy.
Molecular spectra inside helium clusters were also studied by
MW±MW and MW± IR double resonance techniques and
Stark spectroscopy. With the double resonance method, it is
possible to single out a homogeneous line width against the
background of inhomogeneous broadening. The first MW±
MW double resonance experiments were carried out utilizing
HCCCNmolecules [79] and included excitation of rotational
R(3) and R(4) transitions in molecules. Measurements under
conditions of saturation of these transitions gave evidence
that typical spectral lines were inhomogeneously broadened
ones. Line broadening was interpreted as a sign of spectral
diffusion.
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Figure 2. IR-absorption spectrumof SF6 in the neighborhood ofmolecular

vibrational frequency n3 inside an 4He droplet (N � 2700) (solid curve).

For comparison, a calculated spectrum for a freely rotating molecule is

also presented (dotted curve) [1].
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MW±IR double resonance experiments were made with
HCCCN [77] and OCS [81] molecules. It is worth mentioning
that MW± IR resonance spectroscopy provides an opportu-
nity to study the entire set of rotational levels and to probe
rotational states unrelated to pumping radiation. It was
experimentally revealed [77, 81] that all rotational levels are
to a certain extent populated by pumping radiation, which
probably suggests rapid rotational diffusion. Indeed, rota-
tional relaxation times of molecules inside helium droplets lie
in the nanosecond range [79].

Experiments on the Stark spectroscopy of molecules
inside helium clusters have shown that this method is
potentially applicable to studying interactions of impurity
molecules with the surrounding helium and deformation of
molecules (and complexes, in particular) by a mild helium
solvent [21, 82]. It should be emphasized that the mixing
of rotational states appears as one of the manifestations of
the Stark effect [83]. In helium droplets where helium
atoms attach to intracluster molecules, it is possible to
induce Q-branches(usually forbidden) in such linear mole-
cules asHCNandHF having rather high rotational constants
(which accounts for the presence of only R(0) lines in their
rotational spectra within the helium droplets). Stark spectro-
scopy allows for the direct measurements of the band origin
(zero line) and the rotational constant of a molecule [82]. In
such experiments, a relatively weak electric field is usually
employed to avoid inducing large line shifts. The shifts are
measured with respect to the field strength, and the exact
location of the Q-branch is determined by extrapolation
toward the zero field.

It is worth noting that a rotational structure in the spectra
is sometimes undesirable and needs to be suppressed (see
Refs [5, 9]). To this effect, pendular state spectroscopymay be
utilized in experiments with polar molecules in a gaseous
phase [81, 84]. In this technique, a relatively strong static
electric field is applied, which converts molecular rotation
into dipole moment vibrations (precession) about the direc-
tion of the external field. In the strong static field limit (and
under conditions of parallel constant and induced dipole
moments), the entire rotational contour undergoes collapse
to a single line coincident with the line of a purely vibrational
transition. The integral intensity of this line is thrice that in
the zero field. This method was employed in experiments with
helium droplets in the works [21, 85] where it allowed
obtaining resolved spectra of linear chains containing up to
eight HCN [21] and twelve HCCCN [58] molecules. Mole-
cular rotation inside helium droplets was also possible to
suppress by substituting 3He for 4He [7, 70]. For instance,
pendular state spectroscopy was used in studies [4, 71] where
collapse of the absorption band ofOCS-�H2�N complexes was
induced to determine N from measured band shifts. The
method is also applicable to nonpolar molecules. However,
the lines for 3He clusters are not as narrow as for 4He ones.

3.1.1.4 Molecular spectroscopy inside 3He and 3He ± 4He
droplets. Interesting results were obtained in the studies of
IR-spectra (using SF6 [49, 86] and OCS [7, 87] molecules)
inside 3He droplets and mixed 3He ± 4He droplets. Owing to
the somewhat lower energy of 4He zero vibrations, these
atoms are largely located in mixed droplets around impurity
molecules [88]. It leads to the formation of an 4He cluster
inside the 3He cluster. When the number of 4He atoms is
small, the molecular spectra in 3He clusters are inhomogen-
eously broadened due to the different content of 4He atoms

within the 3He clusters in a given beam. In other respects, the
spectra resemble those in pure 4He clusters with the sole
exception that the droplet temperature is significantly lower
(� 0:15 K) by virtue of the evaporative cooling of 3He
clusters. As the concentration of 4He atoms in the expanding
mixture increases from 0.1 to 4%, the temperature rises to the
limiting value (0.38 K) for 4He droplets [5].

Studies of IR-spectra of OCS molecules in pure 3He
droplets demonstrated [7, 87] (see also Refs [1, 9]) that they
undergo collapse to one broad band, as in the case of a
classical liquid. At the same time, an 4He droplet exhibits a
well-resolved rotational structure. Interaction potentials of
OCS molecules with 3He and 4He atoms being roughly
identical, this discrepancy may be assigned to different
droplet states, namely, superfluid for 4He, and normal liquid
for 3He.

A study of OCS IR-absorption spectra [7] revealed a
threshold for the formation of the superfluid state in 4He
clusters. Controlled numbers of 4He atoms were added to
large 3He clusters containing OCSmolecules (up to 100 atoms
per cluster). As a result, the IR spectrum eventually exhibited
a rotational structure suggesting gradual transition to the
superfluid state. The superfluidity became virtually estab-
lished when the number of 4He atoms in a cluster was close to
60 (roughly equivalent to two solvate layers). A further rise in
the number of 4He atoms per cluster failed to bring about a
qualitative change in the molecular spectrum [7] (see also
Refs [5, 9]).

It is worthwhile to mention some recent experimental [17]
and theoretical [13] studies aimed at determining the super-
fluidity threshold using small CO2-doped helium nanodrop-
lets (N4 17). In Ref [17], rotational constants were measured
with different numbers of helium atoms in the droplet. The
two studies showed that superfluidity becomes microscopi-
cally apparent when the number of helium atoms in a droplet
is N5 5ÿ13, i.e., when even the first shell around the
molecule is incompletely filled. At N � 30ÿ50, the rota-
tional constant B of the molecule acquires a value close to
that in large helium nanodroplets [17].

3.1.2 Electron spectroscopy. Electron spectroscopy in helium
droplets is considered at length in Ref. [6] (see also earlier
reviews [8, 89, 90] and a recent publication [9]). Here, we shall
briefly discuss electron spectroscopic techniques and themost
characteristic findings of interest with respect to the proposed
method for molecule selection. To recall, electronic excitation
of molecules embedded in a cluster may lead to the excitation
of helium degrees of freedom. This phenomenon is due to a
considerable change in interaction potential between a
molecule and helium atoms under electron excitation condi-
tions, which accounts for the marked alteration of the
equilibrium configuration of the helium solvation shell.
Being very soft, liquid helium is highly susceptible to
interaction with impurities. Electronic excitation is able to
substantially change both the interaction force and its
anisotropy. Moreover, in some extreme cases, it may even
result in the replacement of an attractive interaction by a
repulsive one and thus induce an ejection of excited particles
from the droplet. In moderate cases, electronic excitation
leads to a considerable change in rotational constants and
gives rise to phonon wings in the spectra. Taken together, the
above data indicate that electronic spectra of molecules and
clusters inside heliumdroplets contain important information
on the structure and dynamics of helium surrounding.
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3.1.2.1 Methods. Experiments on the electronic excitation of
molecules, as in the case of IR spectroscopy, may be
conducted using detection methods based on signal measure-
ments with the aid of a mass spectrometer [8, 32, 69, 91 ± 93].
However, the results obtained in many studies indicate that
some other detection techniques provide more advantages. It
is worth mentioning the successful employment of surface
ionization detectors, well known for their enhanced quantum
efficiency in the spectroscopy of alkali metal atoms [94] and
He �2 eximers [95, 96]. When electronically excited, these
particles become detached from the droplets, which results
in a decreased ion current during detection in the beam plane.
Another widely usedmethod is the laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) technique [22, 92, 97 ± 102]. For atoms and molecules
with a quantum yield of fluorescence close to 10%, this
method gives a signal-to-noise ratio one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the method in which attenuation of
the signal resulting from beam depletion is measured by a
mass spectrometer. Onemore advantage of the LIF technique
is its higher sensitivity versus that of the just mentioned
alternative method when applied to large droplets containing
over 104 helium atoms [103]. To recall, the multiphoton
ionization technique combined with a quadrupole mass filter
or time-of-flight measurements was successfully employed in
experiments with helium clusters [104 ± 109].

3.1.2.2 Spectroscopy of metal atoms at the surface of and inside
helium droplets. The binding energy between alkali and
helium atoms is very low (the depth of potential well
e4 1:5 cmÿ1 [6, 110]). For this reason, the size and the
shape of the helium solvation shell around a metal atom is
first and foremost determined by the repulsive component of
interaction, which is in turn described by Pauli repulsion
between parallel electron spins of helium and metal atoms.
This makes the region in a helium droplet occupied by a
solvated metal atom look like a bubble around a free electron
in liquid helium. However, the radius of such a bubble (5 ±
10 A

�
) is smaller because, in this case, electrons are not free but

bound to the ion nucleus (even if not very tightly) [89, 90,
111 ± 114]; therefore, the energy of their zero vibrations is
lower.

Electronic absorption (emission) spectra may be utilized
to find the position of a metal atom at the surface of or inside
a helium droplet. It has been shown (see Refs [6, 9] and
references cited therein) that atomic spectra of certain metals
(Ag, Al, Eu,Mg) attached to helium clusters resemble spectra
in bulk liquids. This means that metal atoms are enclosed in
helium droplets. The blue shift and the width of these spectra
are normally 300 ± 500 cmÿ1, as predicted by themodel taking
into account bubble formation [89]. As mentioned above,
electronic excitation of an atom sometimes leads to the
replacement of its attractive interaction with a droplet by a
repulsive one and the resulting ejection of the excited metal
atom from the droplet [107, 108]. On the other hand, time-
resolved fluorescence spectra of Mg atoms reveal that the
majority of atoms remain in the droplet after electronic
excitation [115].

The results of experiments indicate that all alkali atoms
(Li, Na, K [98], Rb, Cs [109]) are located at the surface of
helium droplets rather than inside them, as suggested by their
much narrower spectra and smaller shifts (� 5 ± 10 cmÿ1)
compared with those in bulk liquid helium [114, 116, 117]. At
the same time, it is theoretically predicted that the atoms of
alkali metals should lie 5 ± 6 A

�
below the droplet surface [118]

(where the helium density is only 1/2 of the bulk density) and
the helium surface around each atom is distorted by the
presence of a sort of `dimple'.

A different situation takes place with atoms of alkaline-
earth metals. Their location inside or at the surface of helium
droplets cannot be definitely predicted from their interaction
potential with helium. Magnesium is the sole metal of the
group whose atoms were shown to be present inside helium
droplets [115]. Ca, Sr, and Ba atoms attached to helium
droplets cause much more prominent blue shifts in the
spectra than alkali atoms [119]. This means that they are
submerged in helium and form bubble states. However, the
shifts said aremuch smaller than spectral shifts in bulk helium
[99]. Evidently, this should be attributed to the subsurface
location of the atoms, where the heliumdensity is low. Indeed,
results of calculations [120] confirm that Ca atoms lie in a
deep `cave' and are covered by a thin helium layer, the density
of which is only 1% of the bulk density.

3.1.2.3 Spectroscopy of organic molecules inside helium
droplets. A wealth of important information was obtained in
research on electronic excitation of organicmolecules (see, for
instance, Refs [6, 9]). Experiments were designed to study
electron transitions to the first excited singlet states for certain
organic molecules inside helium droplets, such as glyoxal [3,
91, 103], polyaromatic hydrocarbons [92, 100, 121], indoles
[56, 102], andporphyrines [122, 123]. Inmost cases, the spectra
were measured by the LIF technique, though sometimes by
the beam depletionmethod. Themajority of spectra exhibited
a sharp line corresponding to the onset of transition, which is
accompanied by well-resolved vibrational bands on the high-
frequency side. The zero transition and each vibrational band
had sharp phononless lines followed by phonon wings (PWs).
PW intensities markedly increased close to the zero phonon
lines. Phonon wings extended approximately 20 ± 50 cmÿ1

towards the high-frequency side [6].
The spectra exhibit slightly shifted lines as opposed to

large shifts of absorption lines characteristic ofmetal atoms in
liquid helium where the repulsive part of the interaction
potential predominates in the framework of the bubble
model. The shifts of zero spectral lines arising from interac-
tions with the helium matrix vary from 10 to 100 cmÿ1. These
values are almost 100 times greater than in vibrational
transitions [5] (see Section 3.3.1) due to the stronger coupling
of the helium matrix to the excited electronic states. It should
be noted, however, that electronic excitation energies are
almost an order of magnitude higher than vibrational
transition energies.

3.1.2.4 Zero phonon lines and phonon wings.Zero phonon lines
(ZPLs) constitute sharp bands of about 0.2 ± 1 cmÿ1 in width,
which are frequently restricted by the width of laser lines,
when a pulsed laser serves as an excitation source. In other
words, inhomogeneous line broadening in helium droplets is
very small, in contrast to other matrices where the same
transition lines are normally wider (by up to three orders of
magnitude) [124, 125].

The interaction between a chromophore molecule and
helium atoms being much stronger than between helium
atoms themselves, the helium surrounding takes the form of
a molecule even in the case of highly asymmetric particles,
such as amino acids [102]. It facilitates the use of sharp ZPLs
for the study of minor structural changes in a molecule
usually associated with small spectral shifts.
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Each zero phonon line for molecules has a phonon wing
from the blue side [56, 91, 92, 100, 121, 122]. Phonon wings
serve as indicators of vibrations of a compressed volume of
the helium environment, induced by electronic excitation of a
molecule. As shown in Ref. [91], the PWof a glyoxal molecule
in an 4He droplet is separated from the zero phonon line by a
well-apparent dip (gap) about 5 cmÿ1 in width. The theory
elaborated for the explanation of phonon wings produced by
impurities in solids [126] predicts that the PW intensity is
proportional to the density of phonon states [91, 126]. This
theory fairly well describes the phononwing in glyoxal, taking
advantage of the dispersion curve of elementary excitations in
bulky superfluid helium [127 ± 131]. Because the sharp
phonon ± roton curve is a characteristic of the superfluid
helium state [130, 131], this result may be regarded as one
more experimental evidence that 4He droplets reside in a
superfluid state.

The glyoxal spectrum in undoped nonsuperfluid 3He
droplets contains no gap separating ZPLs and PWs [2, 3,
132]; this fact confirms the above inference and is consistent
with different patterns of elementary excitations in 4He and
3He. Roton dip evolution was examined in Ref. [88] after the
addition of a known number of 4He atoms to an undoped 3He
droplet containing a glyoxal molecule. Because of their low
zero-vibration energy, 4He atoms form a shell around the
glyoxal molecule [128]. The results of the study indicate that a
well-apparent dip (gap) between ZPLs and PWs evolves again
when the number of 4He atoms exceeds N5 120 [2, 132].
Theoretical predictions for an undoped 4He cluster [48, 133,
134] gave evidence of the gradual appearance of a roton
minimum for clusters containingN5 100 atoms. This finding
was interpreted as an onset of superfluidity, in excellent
agreement with available experimental data.

3.1.2.5 Spectral changes related to the helium atom localization
close to a molecule. Large aromatic molecules strongly
interacting with helium atoms (at a binding energy of
� 100 cmÿ1 per atom) cause these atoms to be localized
within the first solvation shell. This leads to several spectral
changes [6, 9] because the dense helium shell serves as a base
for the formation of structural isomers. As a result, ZPLsmay
split and the shape of the phonon spectrum undergo
modification reflecting more localized excitations of the
compressed shell.

Certain molecules, such as indole [56] and tetracene [92],
show ZPL multiplets when placed in helium. Lines in these
multiplets lie approximately 1 ± 2 cmÿ1 apart. Because such
molecules have no isomers, splitting can be due only to
certain nonequivalent configurations of the helium environ-
ment. The nature of line splitting was most thoroughly
explored in tetracene molecules. Experiments involving
burning dips in the spectra and measurement of radiation
lifetime, reported in Refs [92, 121], confirmed that both the
ground and the excited states of tetracene inside helium
droplets are split into two components. Splitting can be
explained by the localization of several helium atoms at the
surface of a planar molecule; owing to this, the topology of
the respective interaction potential determines the number
and structure of isomers. The same experiments demon-
strated the strong dependence of splitting patterns on the
chromophore environment. By way of example, the addition
of an Ar atom to a tetracene molecule inside a helium cluster
completely eliminates the splitting of ZPLs [92]. It can be
accounted for by the fact that the added atom raises the

internal temperature of the cluster and thereby changes the
structure of the helium surrounding.

3.1.3 Conclusion. The most noticeable feature of vibration ±
rotation spectra of molecules embedded in helium nanodro-
plets is the appearance of free molecular rotation. The
vibrational ± rotational structure of molecular spectra inside
helium nanodroplets is identical to the spectral structure of
the same molecules in the gaseous phase (conservation of
linearity, symmetry, and selection rules) even though rota-
tional constants undergo significant alteration (see, for
instance, Refs [5, 9]). It is the manifestation of free molecular
rotation inside helium droplets that gives direct spectroscopic
evidence of the superfluid nature of helium droplets.

IR spectroscopy ofOCSmolecules insidemixed 3He ± 4He
clusters demonstrated the existence of a threshold for the
origin of the superfluid state in 4He clusters. It was shown that
superfluidity fully develops when the number of 4He atoms in
a cluster amounts to N � 60.

An attractive peculiarity of vibration ± rotation spectro-
scopy in heliumdroplets is a very small shift in zero vibrational
lines that does not normally exceed 0.1%. In contrast,
spectroscopy in the conventional Ne or Ar matrices as a rule
shows much greater band shifts. For example, matrix-
dependent band shifts in the case of HF molecules for He,
Ne, andAr are 0.067, 0.24, and 1.1%, respectively [135]. Small
shifts in helium are largely due to its low density and
polarizability. At the same time, experimental results fre-
quently reveal efficacious mutual compensation of the
effects,which accounts for the smaller-than-expected shifts [5].

Line widths of molecular electron transitions inside
superfluid helium droplets do not exceed 0.1 cmÿ1; in other
words, these lines are approximately three orders of magni-
tude narrower than observed during similar transitions in
ordinary solid matrices. This means that electron transitions,
as well as vibrational ones, may be used to highly selectively
excite molecules inside helium droplets by laser radiation.
Helium droplets have a negligible effect on the transition
frequency. Shifts in electronic spectra induced by interaction
with the matrix vary from � 30 to 50 cmÿ1 for organic
molecules embedded in helium droplets, and from � 5 to
6 cmÿ1 for alkali dimers and trimers at the droplet surface.
For comparison, shifts in ordinary solid matrices vary in the
range from � 200 ± 300 cmÿ1 to � 1000 cmÿ1.

3.2 Other applications of helium nanodroplets
In what follows, we shall briefly consider other applications
of helium nanodroplets. To begin with, they were employed
to obtain dimers and trimers of alkali metal atoms at the
droplet surface [22, 23], synthesize linear chains of polar
molecules oriented in a certain way inside helium nanodro-
plets [21], conduct chemical reactions within droplets [26],
and observe orientational effects [27]. These applications of
helium nanodroplets have been discussed in great detail in a
recent review [9]. Therefore, we shall only mention here a
method for the production of alkali dimers and trimers at the
surface of helium droplets. Another application of helium
nanodroplets will instead be considered at greater length,
namely, their use for the synthesis of water hexamers [24, 25].

3.2.1 Production of alkali dimers at the helium droplet surface.
It needs to be emphasized that the production of atomic
dimers and trimers of alkali metals is a challenging experi-
mental problem. Alkali metal dimers arise either in the singlet
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or the triplet electronic state. Electron spin pairing in the
singlet state corresponds to the formation of a covalent bond
(5943 cmÿ1 for Na2). On the other hand, configuration of
parallel valence electron spins provokes Pauli repulsion. For
example, an evolving triplet state is characterized by a very
weak van der Waals minimum (174 cmÿ1 for Na2). In
experiments with the gaseous phase in a heated tube, dimers
are formed at high temperatures, and equilibrium concentra-
tion of triplet states is negligibly small. It is the use of
molecular beams with gas-carriers that makes possible the
production ofmolecules in a triplet state and the performance
of the experiments on their excitation [136, 137].

The problem can be resolved by the application of helium
droplets. Two or more metal atoms may sequentially occupy
the droplet surface in a capture cell and freely move over the
surface of or inside the droplet until they find one another and
attach to form amolecule or a large cluster. The newly formed
particle is rapidly cooled down to the droplet temperature,
namely, T � 380 mK. Because alkali dimers and trimers are
loosely attached to the surface of helium droplets (the binding
energy is less than 1 cmÿ1), relaxation of the energy of almost
6000 cmÿ1 leads to the effective detachment of singlet
molecules from the droplet [23]. Conversely, weakly bound
triplet molecules accumulate at the droplet surface. It was
found [23, 101] that fluorescence spectra of sodium-doped
helium droplets mostly contain strong triplet bands
(13S�g ÿ13S�u ) in the 12,900 ± 16,500 cmÿ1 region, whereas
singlet transitions are virtually absent in these spectra. This
suggests a rise in the concentration of loosely bound triplet
molecules at the droplet surface [22, 23]. Similar results were
obtained in experiments with Li2 and K2 molecules.

It is worthwhile to note that both triplet and singlet
molecules are localized at the droplet surface, which is
confirmed by a very small spectral shift of electron transition
frequencies (less than 5 cmÿ1). On the contrary, large spectral
shifts (around 700 cmÿ1) were recorded for Na2 singlet ±
singlet transitions in bulky liquid helium [117]. The localiza-
tion of alkali molecules at the droplet surface is also
confirmed by the results of computations based on the
density functional [138] and of semiempirical calculations
[139]. These calculations indicated that Na2 and Li2 mole-
cules, similar to atoms, occupy dimples at the droplet surface.
Electron spectroscopy data for alkali dimers and trimers at
the surface of helium droplets were analyzed in Refs [23, 101]
(see also the reviews [6, 9]).

3.2.2 Synthesis of cyclic water hexamers. An interesting
application of helium droplets was reported in Refs [21, 24,
25, 58]. The authors demonstrated the possibility of using
very cold helium droplets for the synthesis of strongly non-
equilibrium structures that cannot be obtained by any other
method. They synthesized linear chains of HCN molecules
[21] (see also Refs [5, 9]) and cyclic water hexamers [24, 25]
inside helium droplets. In this section, we shall consider the
preparation of high-energy isomers inside helium droplets,
which is exemplified by the synthesis of cyclic water
hexamers.

The cyclic water hexamer is a higher-energy isomer
compared with the hexamer having a cage structure and
being observed in the gaseous phase in earlier studies [140,
141]. Experimental evidence reported inRefs [24, 25] indicates
that cyclic hexamers arise when water molecules are inserted
into preformed cyclic complexes of a smaller size and the
resulting complex is rapidly cooled inside a helium droplet.

The rapid cooling prevents complex rearrangement to a more
stable cage structure.

It should be emphasized that studies of water clusters are
of great interest because their results are essential in
describing the properties of bulky liquid and ice at the
molecular level. The structural landscape associated with
large water clusters is highly diverse. The theory predicts the
existence of numerous local minima at the potential energy
surface, each corresponding to a specific isomer. Many of
these isomers resemble transient (short-lived) structures
arising in liquid water and tetrahedral ice [24]. Therefore,
investigations into the structure of water clusters may shed
light on the properties of bulk liquid water.

Despite the possibility, in principle, of preparing different
structural isomers, experiments with small water clusters
indicate that only one Ð the most stable Ð isomer forms
for each cluster size. This finding substantially restricts
configuration space for experimentation with structural
isomers. The employment of superfluid helium nanodroplets
as a medium for growing water clusters allows this space to be
expanded. As a result, the authors of Refs [24, 25] observed
formation of cyclic water hexamers. This observation is of
special interest in light of computer simulations indicating
that cyclic water hexamers are the most common isomers in
bulk liquid water and in ice [142, 143]. The structure of a
cyclic water hexamer is shown in Fig. 3a together with that of
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Figure 3. (a) Cyclic and cage isomers of the water hexamer calculated in

Ref. [147]. (b) Infrared spectra of O ±Hvibrations of water clusters formed

in a gaseous phase (top curve) and in liquid helium droplets (bottom

curve). Numerals correspond to the cluster size. The question-mark refers

to a weak band, the frequency of which coincides with that of a water

hexamer having the cage structure [24].
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a cage isomer [144 ± 146] previously investigated in Refs [140,
141].

A detailed description of the experimental setup used in
these studies can be found in Ref. [148]. Helium droplets were
formed during expansion of highly purified helium gas
outflowed from a nozzle orifice 5 mm in diameter; the nozzle
was cooled to 19 ± 22 K. The droplets traversed a capture
chamber filled with water vapor. The pressure within the
chamber could be varied to optimize capture efficiency per
molecule. The capture of several molecules by one helium
droplet resulted in the formation of water clusters inside it due
to the stronger interaction between water molecules than
between them and the helium atoms. Vibrational excitation of
the molecules was effected by a color center laser, and the
molecular beam was detected using a bolometer.

It appears opportune, before presenting experimental
results, to clarify why processes of cluster growth resulting
from homogeneous condensation during gas outflow from
the nozzle and in helium droplets are substantially different
and end in the formation of clusters with different structures.
Condensation in a free jet occurs at an earlier stage of gas
expansion and the clusters thus formed are cooled then by
double collisions. Such cooling is a slow process compared
with that inside helium droplets; it promotes cluster transition
to the lowest-energy configuration. In contrast, a helium
droplets captures water molecules with an interval of a few
dozen microseconds. This interval is large enough even
compared with the relatively slow relaxation time of intra-
molecular vibrations of complexes in the gaseous phase [149].
It may be supposed, then, that watermolecules are completely
cooled between their sequential captures by helium clusters.
In this way, for example, a water trimer forms as a water
molecule cooled down to 0.38 K [69] attaches to a similarly
cold dimer. Larger clusters are formed in the same manner. It
was shown by the example of HCN clusters [21] that such a
mechanism of cluster growth leads to the formation of only
linear chains, where each molecule is captured by a droplet,
cooled inside it, and oriented in the course of long-range
interactions. Because of cooling inside liquid helium droplets,
the condensation energy released during cluster formation is
rapidly removed from the cluster. Due to this, the system
remains in a local minimum when barriers exist in the
intermolecular interaction potential between the geometry
associated with particle approaching and the globalminimum
geometry. As soon as the initial structural rearrangement is
completed, further restructuring is hampered by the deficit of
thermal energy in a helium droplet.

The structures of water dimers and trimers previously
observed in liquid helium [73] are the same as in the gas phase.
In particular, trimers are shown to have the most stable cyclic
structure. The spectra of these two types of clusters are in
excellent agreement with those reported in earlier studies
(Fig. 3b). It is well known that a trimer with an open, chain-
like structure has minimal energy [150]. Nevertheless, the
intensities of O ±H bonds in this isomer are lower than the
intensities of hydrogen bond modes in cyclic trimers, making
its detection by absorption spectra very difficult.

Let us consider now a situation where the fourth water
molecule approaches a cyclic trimer. Studies of methanol
cluster formation in helium demonstrated [151] that the
insertion of the fourth molecule into the ring immediately
after the cyclic methanol trimer was formed is hampered for
lack of the energy necessary for ring cleavage. The resulting
structure is a tetramer in the form of a cyclic trimer with the

fourth methanol molecule attached from the outside by the
hydrogen bond. A different situation is realized in the case of
water clusters. Figure 3b presents spectra of O ±H bonds
within water clusters formed in liquid helium and spectra of
the respective complexes formed in an expanding free jet. As
mentioned above, dimer and trimer vibrational bands are
completely identical in these two cases, barring the fact that
the bands in liquid helium are narrower because of lower
temperature. The authors of Refs [24, 25] report seeing
absorption bands similar to tetramer and pentamer transi-
tion bands in the gaseous phase at 3416 and 3360 cmÿ1,
respectively [152], meaning that water molecules, unlike
methanol [151], cleave the ring and enter the cyclic trimer in
the low-energy environment of the heliumdroplets. Evidently,
there are channels with a low-energy barrier for the insertion
of water molecules into cyclic trimers and tetramers. The
above difference between the two situations probably lies in
the fact that the ring readily opens forwater clusters as a result
of hydrogen atom tunneling through the existing potential
barriers, whereas the opening is hindered in the case of
methanol, where heavier atoms are involved in the motion.

A most interesting feature of helium droplet spectra is the
presence of an additional peak on the red side from the
pentamer (denoted by the arrow in Fig. 3b). This peak is
lacking in the spectra obtained in the gaseous phase. The
authors of the work [24] demonstrated that the peak of
interest corresponds to the cyclic isomer of a water hexamer.
Because water molecules are embedded in smaller cyclic
structures, as shown in Ref. [24], the further growth of a
cluster obviously leads to the formation of a cyclic hexamer.
Transformation of the cyclic structure of a water hexamer
into a hexamer with the cage structure proceeds via numerous
rearrangements of hydrogen bonds that are hindered in liquid
helium (Fig. 3a) due to the lack of energy necessary for the
formation of a three-dimensional cage. At the same time,
several other local minima lie below the cyclic hexamer
energy. This means that the authors of Refs [24, 25] not only
observed the formation of a high-energy isomer of the water
hexamer but also used the process of water cluster growth in a
heliumdroplet to control the kinetic system so as to obtain the
desired structural isomer.

3.2.3 Conclusion. Results of the studies reviewed indicate that
helium nanodroplets can be utilized to produce high-spin
molecular states of alkali metal atoms and synthesize strongly
nonequilibrium structures that are impossible to obtain by
any other method. In the synthesis of linear molecular chains
inside helium nanodroplets, the cluster diameter places the
fundamental limit on the chain length [21]. Also shown is the
possibility of using supercooled heliumdroplets as small-sized
reactors possessing catalytic activity for the examination of
multistage reactions [26] (see also Refs [5, 9]). Quantum
effects, such as tunneling, predominate at low temperatures.
Low-temperature reactions constitute a new line of research in
selective chemistry, opening up new possibilities for the
synthesis of previously unavailable products.

4. Selection of molecules embedded
in helium nanodroplets

4.1 General remarks
In what follows, we shall consider results of research [28 ± 31]
on the possibility of selecting molecules embedded in super-
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fluid helium nanodroplets (clusters). The consideration will
be focused on the applicability of this method to the laser-
assisted separation of isotopes. It is worth noting in this
context that the isotopically selective infrared (IR) multi-
photon dissociation (MPD) ofmolecules is currently the most
widely used technique of all other processes induced by high-
power IR laser radiation. The selective dissociation of
CF2HCl (Freon-22) molecules provided a basis for the large-
scale separation of carbon isotopes in this country (see, for
example, recent review [153] and references cited therein). The
potential possibility of applying the same technique to the
separation of isotopes of heavier elements (e.g., Si, U, W, Os)
gave incentive to numerous studies on IR multiphoton
excitation (MPE) and dissociation of molecules in gas-
dynamically cooled jets and flows [43, 154]. The point is that
isotope shifts in IR-absorption spectra of molecules contain-
ing the aforementioned elements are relatively small
(Dnis 4 5ÿ10 cmÿ1 in the case of silicon-containing mole-
cules, and Dnis 4 1 cmÿ1 for such molecules as UF6, WF6,
OsO4). As a result, linear andmultiphoton absorption (MPA)
spectra of molecules containing different isotopes strongly or
totally overlap. In these conditions, the gain in selectivity of
dissociation can be achieved only by cooling molecules in gas-
dynamic jets and flows. Cooling of a gas leads to a marked
narrowing of linear [155, 156] and multiphoton [62, 157, 158]
IR absorption bands, structure formation in MPA spectra
[159 ± 164], and, as a consequence, the gain in selectivity of
dissociation. Selective processes of IR excitation and dis-
sociation of molecules in gasdynamically cooled jets and
flows have been considered at length in Ref. [153]. We think
that another challenging problem is the development of
alternative techniques for the laser separation of isotopes.
The possibility of considerably narrowing the IR-absorption
spectra of the molecules embedded in helium nanodroplets
looks very promising in that it provides a tool for their
selective excitation and laser isotope separation. Moreover,
processes underlying the selection of molecules inside helium
nanodroplets are certainly very interesting by themselves.

4.2 Fundamentals of the method
Experimental [1, 2, 88, 103] and theoretical [48, 133, 134, 165]
studies have demonstrated (see also Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2)
that 4He nanodroplets (clusters) containingN5 100 particles
possess the property of superfluidity [39]. Molecules
embedded in them freely rotate inside the droplet and have
very narrow IR absorption spectra owing to the very low
droplet temperature (T � 0:37 K [1 ± 3, 6 ± 9]). For example,
the total absorption bandwidth of 32SF6 n3 vibrations in a
droplet of superfluid helium is only ' 0:25 cmÿ1 [49, 69, 166]
(see Fig. 2). This means that IR absorption spectra are
perfectly well `separated' not only in the case of molecules
with relatively large (5 5ÿ10 cmÿ1) isotope shifts (e.g., SF6,
SiF4) but also for molecules containing heavy elements and
characterized by isotope shifts 4 1 cmÿ1 in IR absorption
spectra (OsO4, WF6, UF6, etc.). In other words, the sharp
narrowing of linear absorption spectra of molecules
embedded in superfluid helium nanodroplets creates prere-
quisites for their highly selective excitation by IR laser
radiation inside these droplets. In fact, this permits exciting
only those helium clusters in a beam that contain molecules of
the desired isotope composition.

Absorption of radiation by a molecule embedded in a
helium nanodroplet heats the droplet and causes a number of
atoms to evaporate from it [1 ± 9, 166]. By way of example,

absorption of one quantum of radiation emitted by a CO2-
laser (l � 10 mm, �ho � 0:12 eV) results in the evaporation of
almost 200 atoms from a helium droplet [1, 5, 9, 166].
Evaporation of atoms cools the droplet and its temperature
becomes stable again at T � 0:37 K [1, 7, 9, 51]. Both heating
and evaporation occur very soon after photon absorption (in
a time 4 10ÿ8 ± 10ÿ9 s [51, 166 ± 168]). Taken together, these
findings may constitute a basis for the selection of molecules
embedded in superfluid helium nanodroplets and differing in
terms of isotope and component composition.

The essence of the method is as follows (see Fig. 4). A
beam of superfluid helium nanodroplets (clusters) containing
embedded molecules of a chosen isotope composition is
irradiated by intense IR laser radiation resonant with
molecular vibrations at a distance Dx0 from the nozzle. In
this situation, only those helium clusters that contain
resonantly excitable molecules are excited in the beam; in
contrast, clusters with molecules that fail to absorb laser
radiation remain unexcited. The absorbed energy heats the
droplet and causes helium atoms to evaporate. The atoms
being evaporated escape from the cluster isotropically. The
binding energy per atom (in kelvins) within a helium cluster as
a function of N is given by the relation [37, 48]

E

N
� ÿ7:21� 17:71Nÿ1=3 ÿ 5:95Nÿ2=3 : �4:1�

In large clusters (with N5 106ÿ107atoms), the atomic
binding energy roughly equals the binding energy in bulk
liquid helium (� 7:2 K [48]) and decreases with decreasing
cluster size (Fig. 5). For example, the atomic binding energy
in clusters with N4 103 and 200 atoms is E=N45:5K and
4 K, respectively [48]. In doped clusters, the atomic binding
energy is larger than in undoped ones [48]. The interaction
between an impurity particle and helium atoms in a given
cluster is stronger than between the helium atoms themselves.
Therefore, the difference between the binding energies
strongly depends on the type of impurities and is especially
large in small clusters (N4 100) [48]. Suffice it to say that the
atomic binding energy in a helium cluster with N � 100
atoms, containing an embedded SF6 molecule, is
E=N � 10 K [48] and increases to E=N � 20 K in clusters
with N � 40.

When a cluster being excited absorbs 5 ± 10 quanta from
the field of laser radiation with a wavelength of around
10 mm, its size is diminished by 1000 ± 2000 atoms. If the
sizes of molecule-doped helium clusters in a beam amount to
�2ÿ 3� � 103 atoms, the absorption of IR photons will result
in a substantial decrease in their sizes. Conversely, when the
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Figure 4. Schematic of a molecule selection experiment [28, 30].
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cluster size is smaller than 103 atoms, the excitationmay result
in their complete fragmentation and the formation of free
(totally `stripped') SF6 molecules. In other words, IR
excitation will lead to a significant change in the size
distribution of cluster molecules compared with that in the
initial beam. In this case, selectively excited clusters will be of
substantially smaller size than unexcited ones.

The next step involves the selection of clusters in terms of
size [28 ± 31] by means of scattering the cluster beam of
interest from a secondary molecular (or atomic) beam [36,
52, 54] that intersects it following laser excitation at a distance
ofDx0 � Dx1 from the nozzle (see Fig. 4). A beam of xenon or
krypton atoms may be employed for the purpose. Scattering
from a secondary beam results in angular splitting of the
cluster beam [54]Ð that is, in a different angular deflection of
differently sized constituent clusters. As helium clusters are
scattered from a secondary beam, the particles are captured
by the droplets with which they collide [36, 52, 54]. The
angular momentum of a captured particle is transferred to the
droplet. The droplet is heated and losses, through evapora-
tion, a number of atoms depending on the energy of a
captured particle (as under the action of laser excitation). In
the case of a monatomic gas, as many as 100 ± 200 atoms are
evaporated from one cluster; more than 600 atoms may
evaporate from a single droplet containing polyatomic
molecules, such as SF6 [52]. The smaller the helium clusters,
the larger their angular deflection during scattering from a
crossing beam, meaning that selective excitation of molecules
inside helium clusters by high-power IR laser radiation and
subsequent differential angular deflection of differently sized
clusters may be used to select the desiredmolecules embedded
in helium nanodroplets. In what follows, we shall consider the
computational procedure [28 ± 30] and analyze the implica-
tions of the proposed method for the selection of molecules in
terms of their isotope composition using SF6 as an example.

4.3 Size distribution of clusters and computational
procedure
The size distribution of clusters within a beam is logarith-
mically normal [46, 52, 54, 169]:

f �N � � 1

Ns
������
2p
p exp

�
ÿ �lnNÿ m�2

2s 2

�
: �4:2�

It is actually a Gaussian distribution in a frame of reference
with a logarithmic abscissa axis.

The mean value �N and its standard deviation S are given
by the expressions

�N � exp
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�
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Distribution maximum Nmax and functional dependence
f �Nmax� are defined as [46, 54]
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The half-width of an asymmetric distribution is defined as
follows
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It is roughly equal to the mean cluster size [54].
Let us take as the starting point of computations the log

normal distribution f �N � with interrelated parameters
Nmax � 1800, �N � 2846, and S � 1701. For simplicity, the
distribution is normalized to unity:�

f �N � dN � 1 : �4:6�

This distribution is rather close to the experimental one
reported in Ref. [54]. Such a relatively narrow distribution
was chosen for obtaining a higher degree of selectivity (see
Section 4.5). Let us analyze the transformation of cluster size
distribution in the following processes: (1) the capture of
molecules in a chamber for cluster doping, (2) selective laser
excitation, and (3) the capture of atoms from a scattering
beam. Afterwards, we shall derive a relation for the assess-
ment of the selectivity and efficiency of the separation
process.

Probabilities of molecular and atomic captures are
proportional to the cluster cross section sN or N 2=3 (because
sN � N 2=3). Let us first consider transformation of the size
distribution in the doping process. The size distribution fs�N �
for clusters doped with single molecules has the form

fs�N � � f �N �
�
N
�N

�2=3� �
f �N �

�
N
�N

�2=3

dN

�ÿ1
: �4:7�

The last multiplier in relation (4.7) is introduced in order to
restore normalization. In the simplest case, evaporation of
m atoms from each cluster due to cluster doping with single
molecules leads to the `displacement' of cluster size distribu-
tion:

fs1�N � � fs�N�m� : �4:8�

Following laser excitation of the clusters and evaporation of
L molecules from each of them, the distribution takes the
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Figure 5.Helium cluster energies deduced from the diffusionMonte Carlo

theory (crosses) and the Euler ±Lagrange theory (circles). The solid line is

the approximation derived from relation (4.1) [48].
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form

fs1L�N � � fs1�N� L� : �4:9�

Now, we have�
fs1L dN 6� 1 : �4:10�

When L � 1200, the integral�
fs1L dN � I 1L �4:11�

roughly equals 0.95. This distribution will be distorted again
in the course of scattering by the deflecting atomic beam. As a
result, we obtain

fs1Ls�N � � fs1L

�
N
�N

�2=3 �
fs1L dN

�
� �

fs1L

�
N
�N

�2=3

dN

�ÿ1
: �4:12�

A similar transformation takes place in the case of unexcited
clusters as well. The last factor in relation (4.12), as in formula
(4.7), is introduced to restore normalized distribution. We do
not consider here a change in the cluster size distribution
accompanying evaporation of helium atoms, caused by the
capture of atoms from the deflecting beam, because this
change has no effect on the angle of cluster deflection.

Figure 6 demonstrates transformation of cluster size
distribution in the above processes. It shows the log normal
distribution prior to the capture of molecules (curve 1), after
the capture of molecules with zero energy (m � 0, curve 2),
and after the capture of molecules and atoms from the
deflecting atomic beam (curve 3). Curve 4 describes the
distribution of cluster sizes after the capture of molecules
and laser excitation, while curve 5 describes the same after the
capture of molecules, laser excitation, and the capture of
atoms. The total value of the laser-induced effect can be
assessed by comparing distributions 3 and 5. It follows from
Fig. 6 that, in the ideal case (when m � 0), the difference
between distributions 3 (without laser excitation) and 5
(under laser excitation) is very large, especially in the region
of small N values. Figure 7 presents the log normal
distribution (curve 1) and cluster size distributions (curves 2

and 3, respectively) analogous to distributions 3 and 5 in
Fig. 6 for the case of SF6 capture (m � 680�. Evidently, the
laser-induced effect in this case is not so prominent. Never-
theless, the difference between distributions 2 and 3 is quite
large.

The angle of deflection of a cluster beam (with the cluster
momentumNmHev1) by amonochromatic atomic beam (with
the atom momentum m2v2) equals (see Section 4.4)

y � m2v2
NmHev1

; N � m2v2
ymHev1

� k0
y
; k0 � m2v2

mHev1
: �4:13�

The transformation of cluster size distribution to that by
angles can be represented as

f �N � dN! f

�
k0
y

�
k0

y2
dy � G�y� dy : �4:14�

This implies the fulfillment of the relationship�
f �N � dN �

�
G�y� dy : �4:15�

In order to obtain a relation for the evaluation of
selectivity and efficiency of the process, the following
transformations need to be taken into consideration:

fs1Ls �N � ! G1L �y� ; �4:16�

fs1s�N � ! G1�y� : �4:17�

When clusters are doped with single molecules, angular
(differential) selectivity is determined by the relationship

S1�y� � G1L�y�
G1�y� : �4:18�

Let us introduce, for simplicity, integral functions of the
type

IG�y� dy �
�1
y
G�&� d& : �4:19�

If all doped clusters deflected through the angles larger than y
are taken together, integral selectivity may be introduced,
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Figure 6. Transformation of helium cluster size distribution in a beam [28,
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which is defined as

IS1�y� � IG1L�y�
IG1�y� : �4:20�

The efficiency of the process is possible to find in the
following way:

E1�y� � IG1L�y�
IG1L�0� : �4:21�

We also made similar calculations [29, 30] to take into
account the influence of the capture of two molecules on the
selectivity and efficiency of the process. Selected results will be
presented in Section 4.5.4. Figure 8 depicts angular distribu-
tions of doped clusters (for m � 0) with laser excitation
(curve 2) and without it (curve 1). Also, the figure illustrates
differential selectivity (curve 3) and integral selectivity (curve
4). It follows fromFig. 8 that in the limiting (ideal) case (when
m � 0) the selectivity is rather high.

4.4 Application to SF6 molecules
A concrete example is provided by helium clusters containing
SF6 molecules. Natural SF6 gas contains the following
amounts of sulfur isotopes: 32S Ð 95.02%, 33S Ð 0.75%,
34SÐ 4.2%, and 36SÐ 0.017% [170]. The isotope shift in the
vibrational band n3 equals approximately 8.5 cmÿ1 per atomic
mass unit [171]. The absorption spectrum of 32SF6 n3
vibrations inside helium droplets is fairly well known [49, 69,
166]. The center of the band lies at 946.55 cmÿ1, and its total
width is around 0.25 cmÿ1 [49, 69, 166]. This absorption band
matches the 10.6-mm generation band of a CO2 laser. In
particular, the 10R(50) line of a 13CO2 molecular laser
(946.54 cmÿ1) and the 10R(35) line of a 16O13C18O molecular
laser (946.64 cmÿ1) are sufficiently resonant with the absorp-
tion band of 32SF6 molecules located inside superfluid helium
droplets. Certain lines of CO2-laser radiation are resonant
with n3 vibrations of other SF6 isotopomers inside helium
droplets. At the same time, it should be noted that frequency-
tuned IR lasers, in particular, high-pressure CO2 lasers with
smooth frequency tuning and color center lasers, are optimal
for the selective molecular excitation in superfluid helium
clusters.

It should be borne in mind that the effective excitation of
clusters requires rather high radiation intensity at which the
excitation rate is commensurable with the energy relaxation
rate, namely

sI tVÿT � 1 ; �4:22�

where s is the absorption cross section of SF6 molecules in a
helium cluster in cm2, I is the radiation intensity in photons
cmÿ2 sÿ1, and tVÿT is the excitation energy relaxation time
in s. Moreover, to enable each cluster to absorb 5 quanta on
average, the duration tp of an exciting pulse must satisfy the
condition

tp 5 10tVÿT : �4:23�

Suppose that the absorption cross section of SF6 molecules
inside a helium cluster equals the gas-kinetic cross section of a
molecule (s � 2:4� 10ÿ15 cm2 [172]), and that the energy
relaxation time tVÿT in the cluster is 0.56 ns [166]. Then, the
intensity of laser radiation must be I5 7� 1023 photons
(cm2 s)ÿ1, in accordance with relationship (4.22). This
condition (4.22) is easy to fulfill if helium clusters are excited
by a CO2 laser with a pulse energy of E5 10ÿ2 J and a pulse
length of about 100 ns.

Let us consider in more detail the process of cluster
deflection during scattering by a molecular (atomic) beam.
As mentioned above, a molecule is captured by the superfluid
helium cluster with which it collides and its momentum is
transferred to the cluster [36, 52, 54]. When a helium cluster
with mass m1 � NmHe and velocity v1 collides with a beam
particle of mass m2 and velocity v2 and the angle between the
primary and secondary beams is a, the angle y of cluster
deflection is given by the relation

tan y � sin a
m1v1=m2v2 � cos a

: �4:24�

Let a beam of xenon atoms (m2 � 131:3 a.m.u., v2 �
300 m sÿ1) serve as the scattering beam. In this case, i.e.,
when m1 4m2 (m1 � 8;000 a.m.u.), v1 � 1:6v2 (v1 �
480 m sÿ1 [54]) and angle y is small, it is possible to obtain,
with quite a high precision, the following relationship

y � m2v2
NmHev1

sin a � 1

N

m2

mHe

v2
v1

sin a : �4:25�

When the angle between the beams of helium clusters and
xenon atoms equals a � 90�, it follows from relationship
(4.25) that helium clusters containing N � 2000 atoms are
deflected through the angle y � 0:56� (0.01 radian). In the
above estimates, the mass of SF6 molecules was considered
negligible compared with the mass of the helium droplet into
which they were embedded. The selectivity of separation, e.g.,
between 32SF6 and 34SF6molecules, described by the relation-
ship

s � �
32SF6� �=� 34SF6� �
� 32SF6� 0=� 34SF6� 0

; �4:26�

exceeds unity in the region of angles y5 0:01 rad, and is
below unity in a region of smaller angles (curve 3 in Fig. 8).
The square brackets in relationship (4.26) denote the
concentrations of molecules deflected through the angle y
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Figure 8. Angular distributions of doped helium clusters (where m � 0) in
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(indicated by asterisks) and concentrations of molecules in
the initial gas.

It is worth noting that free SF6 molecules resulting from
the excitation and subsequent evaporation of small doped
helium clusters are deflected by xenon atoms through the
angle y � 30� (in the case of direct collisions). At the same
time, the probability of the SF6 molecule scattering by xenon
atoms is considerably smaller than that of cluster scattering
because cross sections of these particles are significantly
different (sSF6

� 2:4� 10ÿ15 cm2 [172], sN � s0N 2=3 [48],
where s0 � 2:2� 10ÿ15 cm2 [48] is the effective cross section
of a helium atom in a cluster, and sN is the helium cluster cross
section). For example, the cross sections of helium clusters
containing N � 1000 and N � 100 atoms are sN � 2:08�
10ÿ13 cm2 and sN � 6� 10ÿ14 cm2, respectively [48]. For this
reason, the major part of SF6 molecules are not deflected by a
beam of xenon atoms and remain within the straight cluster
beam. The majority of the bigger clusters (N5 104) that are
deflected through very small angles (y4 0:1�), as apparent
from relationships (4.24) and (4.25), are also preserved within
the same beam; hence, the advantage of performing experi-
ments with the beams of clusters of intermediate size,
�N � �1ÿ3� � 103, that can be deflected through relatively
large angles y5 2ÿ3�. Also, small clusters tend to more
readily evaporate due to their lower atomic binding energy.
A beam of small-sized clusters also has a narrower
distribution width [54] that permits enhancing the selectiv-
ity of their separation by size when the cluster beam is
deflected by a secondary beam. Because the scattering beam
deflects heavy enough helium clusters through rather small
angles (1ÿ2�), experiments should be carried out using well-
collimated cluster beams [54]. Moreover, flight distances
after crossing the deflecting and cluster beams must be
sufficiently large (Dx2 5 50 cm) if a high angular resolution
is to be achieved (see Fig. 4). It needs to be emphasized that
the use of pulsed IR lasers requires that experiments be
conducted with modulated cluster beams in order to realize
comparable relative pulse durations for laser and cluster
beams and, thus, reach better contrast in molecule selection.

4.5 Factors affecting the selectivity and efficiency
of the process
4.5.1 The effect of particle velocity distribution in a scattering
beam. One of the factors responsible for impaired separation
selectivity is the finite width of the velocity distribution of
xenon atoms in the scattering beam.We examined [29, 30] the
dependence of selectivity on the `degree ofmonochromaticity'
of the scattering atomic beam. A measure of the `degree of
monochromaticity' was the ratio Z of the average atomic
velocity in the beam to the spread in velocity, i.e., Z � �v=Dv.
The results are presented in Fig. 9 showing that selectivity for
Z5 5 is hardly different from that in the case of a monochro-
matic beam (compare curves 1 and 2). It is significantly
(almost thrice) lower than that for a monochromatic beam
only when the spread in atomic velocity is very large (Z4 2).
The values of Z5 5 being easily realized under experimental
conditions, it may be assumed that the velocity distribution of
atoms within a beam has no appreciable effect on the
selectivity of the process. It should also be noted that helium
cluster beams themselves are characterized by very narrow
velocity distributions (Z5 50; see, for instance, Refs [36, 52,
54]). Therefore, the influence of this parameter on selectivity
may be neglected.

4.5.2 The effect of nonselective evaporation of helium atoms.
The main factor responsible for impaired selectivity is the
nonselective thermal evaporation of atoms resulting from
the capture of energy-carrying molecules. This effect is
illustrated by Fig. 10 showing angular dependences of
integral selectivity and efficiency for three different numbers
of helium atoms evaporating from clusters involving
captured molecules (m � 0, 200, and 600). It can be seen
that selectivity drops sharply with a rise in the number of
evaporating helium atoms. This observation implies the
necessity of cooling gas in a capture chamber in the case of
large molecules (such as SF6, OsO4, and UF6). Indeed, the
capture of an SF6 molecule at 150 K causes evaporation of
only 160 ± 170 atoms from a cluster. Then, as follows from
Fig. 10, the integral selectivity for the angles y5 0:04 rad is
almost one order of magnitude larger than that in molecule
capture at room temperature.
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It should be emphasized here that the finite lengthDx int of
the interaction region for a cluster beam and a scattering
atomic beam (Dx int � 1 cm) may also contribute to the
impairment of the process selectivity. However, this impair-
ment is insignificant (on the order of Dx int=Dx2) when the
distance between the interaction region and the detector (or
the slit) is relatively large (Dx2 5 50 cm); it becomes even
smaller with increasing Dx2.

4.5.3 The effect of Poisson distribution of molecules inside
droplets. Let us consider the factors important in terms of
efficiency of the separation process. Impaired efficiency (and
selectivity, too) is first and foremost related to the fact that the
probability of capturing impurity particles by helium clusters
follows the Poisson distribution [52] [see relationship (2.1)].
For this reason, only part of the helium clusters in a beam is
doped with single molecules. Under different experimental
conditions (such as gas pressure and the interaction length in
the capture chamber), a cluster beammay contain quite a few
helium droplets which captured two or more SF6 molecules
that in turn form SF6 clusters inside each droplet. Helium
clusters that capture more than one molecule are smaller in
size than singly doped clusters because they lose more atoms
through evaporation. When the cluster beam is scattered
from the atomic beam, such clusters are deflected through
larger angles, which may result in the essentially impaired
selectivity of the process. Therefore, experiments should be
carried out with a minimal fraction of helium clusters
containing several SF6 molecules. In this case, the total
number of doped helium clusters in the beam also decreases,
naturally affecting process efficiency. As is apparent from
Fig. 10, the two calculated parameters, selectivity and
efficiency (for the angles y5 0:02 rad), in the case of singly
doped clusters are approximately twice as large as in the case
when the number of clusters that capture two molecules each
amounts to 50% of those containing a single molecule.

4.5.4 The effect of double collisions between clusters and atoms.
Let us also consider the influence of double collisions between
helium clusters and atoms of a crossing beam on the efficiency
and selectivity of a separation process. Secondary collisions
of helium clusters with atoms are quite possible at a
sufficiently high particle density (and/or interaction length
Dx int) in the deflecting atomic beam. Naturally, such
collisions influence both the efficiency and selectivity of the
process. In fact, double collisions must have the same effect as
double scattering of a cluster beam by the same atomic beam.
Therefore, calculations should be made bearing in mind the
evaporation of about 200 helium atoms (m � 200, when a
xenon atom is captured from the beam [51]) from a cluster
following the capture of the first atom from the scattering
beam and transformation of the size distribution (multi-
plication by N 2=3) resulting from the capture of the second
atom.

Cumbersome formulas describing sequential transforma-
tion of the above distributions are not presented here.
Instead, we shall analyze a more pessimistic result [30]
obtained directly from the transformation of cluster size
distributions, determined with regard to the aforementioned
factors, into the angular distribution. However, the quantity
2k0 is inserted instead of k0 in relationships (4.13) and (4.14)
because the total angle through which the clusters are
deflected in consequence of double collisions is approxi-
mately twice as big. Data on the selectivity and efficiency of

the separation process taking into account all the above
factors [29, 30] are summarized in Fig. 11 (curves 2S and 2)
together with the results for single collisions (curves 1S and 1).
It appears from the figure that double collisions substantially
decrease the selectivity and slightly enhance the efficiency of
the process as compared with single ones. Specifically, the
efficiency being equal (E � 0:1), selectivity in the case of
single collisions is almost 2.5 times that in double collisions.
This means that a higher selectivity of the process can be
achieved by conducting experiments under conditions of
small double-collision events, when the atomic number
density in the deflecting beam is relatively low.

4.6 Evaluation of the yield of enriched products
Since the process being considered has potential implications
for the practical separation of isotopes, it is interesting to
evaluate the yield of `enriched' products. True, only rough
estimates are feasible. Therefore, the values below cannot be
used as the initial data for the calculation of the real capacity
of the process; it can only be deduced from experimental
findings. Nevertheless, we believe that even an approximate
assessment of the yield of the final products is expedient.

What follows will be based [30] on the intensities of real
helium cluster beams and the throughput of the diffusion
pumps used for their production [5, 9]. As mentioned
in Section 2.2, a gas flux in `standard production units'
with helium nanodroplets is around 4 atm cm3 sÿ1

(� 0:16 mmol sÿ1). This value (4 atm cm3 sÿ1), correspond-
ing to approximately 1020 particles per second, is taken as the
initial one for further estimations. Let the mean cluster size in
a beam be �N � 103. Were each cluster in the beam doped with
a single SF6 molecule, the SF6 flux would be 1017 molecules
per second. Let us consider now factors responsible for the
decrease in this number. Let a gas flow be formed by a two-
dimensional (slotted) nozzle with a slot width of 50 cm. We
should recall that exactly such nozzles are employed, for
instance, in studies of excitation and isotopically selective IR
multiphoton dissociation of UF6 [173] and SF6 [163, 164]
molecules. Slot type nozzles appear to bemost suitable for the
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Figure 11. Angular dependences of integral selectivity (curves 1S and 2S)

and efficiency (curves 1 and 2) for the case of single (curves 1S and 1) and

double (curves 2S and 2) collisions between helium clusters and atoms of

the deflecting atomic beam. The number of helium atoms evaporating

from clusters with captured molecules and atoms is m � 200 and

m1 � 200, respectively [30].
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selection of molecules by this method (see Section 4.5). It is
possible to extract about 10% of the clusters from a jet by
forming a pencil beam.Notmore than 20%of the clusters can
be doped with single molecules. We will consider a process
with a continuous cluster beam in which clusters are excited
by a pulsed CO2 laser with a pulse repetition rate f � 500 Hz.
Notice that CO2 lasers operating at such a pulse repetition
rate are employed for the large-scale separation of carbon
isotopes [174, 175].

The fraction of irradiated clusters in the beam (relative
pulse duration) is given by

cf � Dx irr f

v1
: �4:27�

Here, Dx irr and v1 are the length of the irradiated volume and
the velocity of the cluster beam, respectively. The beam speed
is about 500 m sÿ1 [52, 54]. If the laser pulse energy is, for
instance, 2 J and the laser beam is perpendicular to the cluster
beam velocity, an irradiated path of length Dx irr � 20 cm (or
laser beam cross section 20� 1 cm2 in the irradiation area) is
easy to realize. In this case, the energy flux is around 0.1 J cmÿ2

or one order of magnitude higher than the energy flux density
needed to efficiently excite clusters [see relationship (4.22)].
Hence, the irradiation relative pulse duration is cf � 0:2.
Finally, it should be taken into consideration that only 20%
of the clusters at most can be deflected by the scattering
atomic beam as a result of single collisions. This quantity is
equivalent to approximately 10ÿ3 parts of the total number of
clusters in the beam, or 1014 SF6 molecules per second.
Bearing in mind that the efficiency of the process E � 0:1
when the integral selectivity IS � 10 (see Fig. 10, curves 2S
and 2 at m � 200), the yield of the enriched product (SF6) is
about 1013 molecules per second or 3:6� 1016 molecules per
hour, which is an equivalent to approximately 0.01 mg hÿ1.
Certainly, it is a very low capacity even if the above estimates
refer to a single small production unit equipped with one
diffusion pump.

4.7 Comparison with the technique of IR multiphoton
dissociation of molecules
Let us now compare the results obtained by the method of
interest and the well-known technique of IR multiphoton
dissociation of molecules [63, 153]. It is worthwhile to note
that the latter approach is also characterized by the low yield
of enriched products when applied to the multiphoton
dissociation of SF6 and UF6 molecules in gasdynamically
cooled jets and flows [63, 153]. For example, the laser-assisted
separation of uranium isotopes by means of IR multiphoton
dissociation of UF6 molecules is accomplished using rather a
poor mixture (the concentration ratio of UF6 to gas-carrier
molecules is below 0.01 [173, 176]) in order to increase the
efficiency of gas cooling in gasdynamic flows. At the same
time, effective excitation anddissociation ofmolecules require
rather high laser energy flux densities (at least 5 1 J cmÿ2 for
the dissociation of previously excited molecules) resulting in a
decrease in the irradiation relative pulse duration (to
cf 4 0:001). High selectivities (S � 3ÿ5) appear feasible
only in association with low yields (4 0:01). However,
isotope separation by IR multiphoton dissociation of
molecules in gasdynamic flows is admissible at a pressure
two orders of magnitude higher in the chamber (about
10ÿ2 Torr) and equally more intense gas flows (i.e., around
1022 particles per second). These estimates (taking into
account all the aforementioned factors) indicate that the

product yield may be as large as 1015 molecules per second
or 3:6� 1018 molecules per hour. These values are two orders
of magnitude higher than the ones obtained with cluster
beams. At the same time, the high selectivity of dissociation
in the case of molecules with small isotope shifts is achievable
only inmultifrequency IR fields, which markedly complicates
the isotope separation process. Moreover, it requires realiza-
tion of high energy flux densities and a much greater (by two
orders of magnitude) contribution of laser photons to the
dissociation of molecules because the process is characterized
by a high dissociation energy and low selectivity (the majority
of laser photons being utilized to excite molecules containing
a nontarget isotope). In contrast, selective excitation and
dissociation of clusters in cluster beams require only moder-
ate single-frequency laser radiation. Therefore, larger
volumes can be irradiated by one laser in comparison with
the case of molecular dissociation. Finally, higher selectivities
are attainable with the helium cluster method under con-
sideration.

It needs to be noted in connection with the above
estimates that the building of industrial production units for
the laser-assisted separation of uranium isotopes by IR
multiphoton dissociation of UF6 molecules is deemed to be
lacking in cost ± effectiveness (at the modern level of laser
technologies) [177]. Further studies on currently available
experimental facilities are needed to elucidate the entire set of
issues pertaining to both the development of laser systems and
optimization of gasdynamic flows. Therefore, the methods
described in this review can presently find practical applica-
tions only for laser separation of exotic molecules and/or
small amounts of substances. At the same time, their wider
use in the future cannot be excluded.

To conclude this section, it should be noted that an
advantage of the method of interest is the possibility of
using microwave radiation to selectively excite molecules
embedded in droplets. Experimental results (see, for
instance, Refs [5, 9] and references cited therein) indicate
that the application of high-power microwave radiation for
excitation of molecules inside helium droplets and their
evaporation produces the same effects as IR laser radiation.
The efficiency of the process can be enhanced by forming a
cluster beam during gas outflow through a slot type nozzle
and/or diaphragm. This approach makes it possible to
substantially increase the beam cross section and, conse-
quently, the number of helium clusters in it. The main
shortcomings of the method are the technical difficulties in
its realization and relatively low capacity.

5. Conclusions

Research completed thus far has demonstrated considerable
opportunities for using helium nanodroplets for the spectro-
scopy and investigations into the properties of superfluid
helium at the microscopic level and into many atomic and
molecular physico-chemical processes at ultralow tempera-
tures. Spectroscopic techniques for the detection of molecules
embedded in helium nanodroplets has provided evidence that
liquid helium constitutes a soft and practically nonperturbing
ultracold matrix. An advantage of such a matrix lies in the
fact that all `hot' vibrational states and the majority of
rotational states of the particles are frozen at the temperature
of a liquid droplet. Due to its softness, the helium matrix
adapts its structure near a molecule to the latter's structure.
These properties of a quantum liquid comprising helium
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droplets makes them a unique medium for high-resolution
spectroscopy. Molecules embedded in droplets exhibit very
narrow IR-absorption spectra (bandwidth 4 0:3 cmÿ1) by
virtue of the ultimately low temperature of helium droplets,
creating prerequisites for highly selective laser excitation of
the desired molecules inside helium droplets.

Spectroscopic techniques have made it possible to
elucidate and understand many properties of atoms and
molecules located inside and at the surface of liquid super-
fluid helium droplets, as well as the nature of their interac-
tions with the surrounding helium atoms. Moreover, these
methods provide a deeper insight into the properties of small
liquid helium droplets themselves. Specifically, the spectro-
scopic methods were used to study elementary excitations in
helium droplets and measure their temperature.

It was shown that helium nanodroplets are possible to
employ for obtaining high-spin molecular states of alkali
metals and for the synthesis of strongly non-equilibrium
structures that cannot be prepared by any other method.
Helium nanodroplets are small-sized isothermal reactors.
They may be utilized to examine chemical reactions sup-
ported by tunneling with minimal perturbations of the
solvent. Low-temperature reactions are a new line of research
in selective chemistry, opening up prospects for the synthesis
of new products.

The available results of investigations indicate that the
selective excitation of superfluid helium clusters containing
embedded molecules by intense IR laser radiation and their
subsequent size-dependent angular deflection by a scattering
atomic beam allows for the selection of molecules in isotope
(component) composition.

Important advantages of superfluid helium droplets
(clusters) for the selection of molecules by the method under
consideration include the low atomic binding energy
(4 7:2 K [48]) and free molecular rotation within clusters,
as well as low cluster temperature and the resulting narrow
absorption spectra of the molecules enclosed in them. The
first factor accounts for the fact that absorption of a single IR
photon leads to a significant decrease in the cluster size. As a
result, the atomic binding energy also falls (see Fig. 5); this, in
turn, moderates pumping energy requirements.

Unlike isotopically selective IR multiphoton dissociation
of molecules (see, for instance, Refs [63, 153, 178 ± 181] and
references cited therein), applicable only to polyatomic
molecules, selection of molecules embedded in helium nano-
droplets is also suitable for small, e.g., diatomic molecules.
Owing to free molecular rotation, IR-absorption spectra of
small molecules (including diatomic and triatomic ones)
inside superfluid helium nanodroplets exhibit separate nar-
row vibrational ± rotational lines [1, 5, 9], which provides a
basis for the highly selective excitation of such molecules.
Moreover, doping helium clusters with small molecules does
not lead to as marked a distortion of their size distribution as
in the case of large molecules, with the result that better
selectivities are attained during cluster excitation by laser
radiation (see Fig. 10).

To conclude, further experiments with helium nanodro-
plets can be expected to bring to light many new interesting
effects and open up possibilities for the examination of
physico-chemical processes on the atomic and molecular
levels at ultimately low temperatures.
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